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A New Era In UHF CB Radio

XRS™ Connect is a new Australian Made radio platform designed to be smart, adaptable and rugged. Enabled 
by Bluetooth® wireless technology, XRS™ is the first of a new generation of connected UHF radios with unique 
features never seen before. They are the first ever UHF CB radios with app control, introducing new features 
such as creating and sharing scan lists and instant access to the entire Australian and New Zealand registered 
analogue frequency database.  As with many other smart devices, XRS™ products are software upgradable 
via the apps, keeping users up to date with the latest features and technology.

The XRS™ Connect range also features a professional grade speaker microphone complete with a powerful 2 
watt speaker, customisable buttons and a high contrast OLED screen guaranteeing crystal clear, anti-glare display.
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GME is committed to releasing a minimum of one new upgrade for XRS™ every year to ensure our users 
always have access to the latest technology available. The most recent update available for XRS™ is  
XRS™ Connect Voice Playback, a brand-new feature available for the XRS™ Connect range of UHF CB Radios, 
enabling users to record all voice transmissions received from other radios. Ideal for noisy cabins or for users 
who are in and out of their vehicles, this feature makes missing transmissions an issue of the past.

XRS™ Connect Voice Playback records and stores the first 30 seconds of each received transmission, with a 
total recording time of 12 minutes. This exciting new feature is available in every XRS™ model through the 
XRS™ Connect and XRS™ Location Services apps.
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LOCATION SERVICES

XRS™ Connect Location Services enables users to send, receive and display their GPS location with each 
transmission. Combining the power of XRS™ with the GPS engine and display of a smartphone or tablet, 
enabled by Bluetooth® Smart technology, XRS™ Connect Location Services creates a whole new world of 
possibilities for UHF CB radio. Users are also able to send, receive and display a short text ‘status’ on the tail 
of transmissions, selecting from either pre-defined or user-defined statuses. 

XRS™ Connect Location Services offers offline map caching, giving users the option to download and store 
detailed maps - ensuring accurate map display in areas with no cellular coverage. XRS™ Connect Location 
Services enables users to log and save an unlimited number of points of interest using the intuitive user 
interface - perfect for asset mapping on large properties and revisiting those ‘secret’ spots in the 4WD.  
XRS™ Connect Location Services displays the user-designated ID or ‘tag’ of each XRS™ radio within 
transmission range, allowing easy identification and tracking of multiple users.



MC664B

The XRS™ Connect speaker microphone takes design cues from GME’s 
range of Professional Radio products and features a class-leading 2 
watt speaker in the front of the microphone. Tested to over 1,000,000 
PTT cycles for years of reliable performance, and featuring customisable 
buttons, the microphone also features an OLED screen guaranteeing 
crystal clear, anti-glare display in all conditions.

MC664B
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XRS-330C

The XRS-330C is a super compact hideaway UHF CB. The XRS-330C 
features a robust chassis with ABS construction and a drop-in style 
microphone mount. Due to its extremely small size the XRS-330C is the 
ideal option for modern 4WD vehicles with limited space to mount a radio.

XRS-330C
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XRS-330CP

XRS-330CP

The XRS-330CP portable pack comes with everything you need to get started 
– the XRS-330C UHF CB Radio, suction cup mount, 12V Accessory lead, 2.1dBi 
magnetic antenna and all mounting hardware. Contained within a handy carry 
case for convenient storage when the radio is not in use.
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XRS-330CTP

XRS-330CTP

The XRS™ Connect Touring Pack pairs the popular XRS-330C super 
compact UHF CB Radio, with the AE4018BK1 elevated-feed antenna, 
making this pack the obvious choice for those setting up their 4WD tourer.
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XRS-370C

XRS-370C

The XRS-370C is a compact hideaway UHF CB. With a diecast metal 
chassis, in-built speaker and magnetic microphone mount the XRS-370C is 
the ideal radio for noisy cabins and reliable performance in tough conditions. 
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XRS-370C4P

XRS-370C4P

The XRS™ Connect 4WD Pack pairs the top-of-the-line XRS-370C Compact 
UHF CB Radio, with the Heavy Duty AE4704B radome antenna, the perfect 
solution for those users looking for the ultimate communications setup for 
their hardcore 4WD.
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Radio XRS-330C XRS-330CP XRS-330CTP XRS-370C XRS-370C4P

Antenna - AE4026 AE4018BK1 - AE4704B

Carry Case - Yes - - -

Windscreen 
Mount 

- Yes - - -

12V Accy 
Lead

- Yes - - -

Speaker  
Microphone

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Quick Start 
Guide

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Mounting 
Hardware

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Radio XRS-330C XRS-370C

Max Output Power 5 Watt 5 Watt

Channels 80 80

Bluetooth Connectivity Yes Yes 

Rugged Speaker  
Microphone 

Yes Yes 

OLED Display Yes Yes 

Chassis Super Compact  Diecast Metal 

In-Built Speaker - Yes 

Microphone Mount Standard Magnetic

SPEC COMPARISON 

IN BOX COMPARISON
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